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N The Japanese economy is finally emerging from a period of

prolonged downturn with initial signs of an economic recovery. At

the same time, initiatives toward operating cost structural reform are

beginning to bear fruit, with an improvement in the Company's

consolidated results and earnings power. In this annual report, we

present our business strategies geared toward achieving sustainable

earnings growth.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This annual report contains forward-looking statements concerning the
Company’s business plans, strategies, and performance based on information
available to management at the time of disclosure. Accordingly, readers are
advised that actual results may differ from forward-looking statements for a
variety of factors.

| Nittobo  |

NSince its establishment as a textiles manufacturer in April 1918, Nitto Boseki Co.,

Ltd. (Nittobo) has continued to address the challenges of an ever-changing

society. Driven by an unwavering pioneer spirit, the Nittobo Group has expanded

into diverse activities including glass fiber, building materials, medical and other

operations. Today, over 80% of Nittobo’s consolidated net sales are made up of

non-traditional textile businesses.

Underpinned by its corporate mission, to help build a healthier and more 

comfortable living environment, the Nittobo Group is dedicated to responding

flexibly to customer requirements and changes in society, while maintaining

sustained growth and development.

Note:

Apr. 22, 1918 Established Fukushima Seiren Seishi K.K.

Apr. 1, 1923 Company name changed to Nitto Boseki Co., Ltd.

Jul. 1, 1998 Official unification of corporate name to “Nittobo”
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Consolidated Financial Highlights

Thousands of 
Millions of yen U.S. dollars

Years ended March 31 2004 2003 2004

Net sales ¥127,312 ¥127,950 $1,204,578
Operating income 3,251 1,643 30,760
Income before income taxes, 
minority interests and equity in earnings of affiliates 3,165 2,316 29,942

Net income 1,870 219 17,693

Total assets 161,549 174,103 1,528,520
Total shareholders’ equity 61,070 59,832 577,821

Per share data:

Net income (Yen/Dollars) ¥    7.56 ¥ 0.88 $ 0.072
Cash dividend (Yen/Dollars) 3.00 3.00 0.028

Shareholders’ equity ratio (%) 37.8 34.4
Return on equity (%) 3.1 0.4

Notes: 1. Yen amounts have been translated into U.S. dollars, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥105.69=US$1 (March 31, 2004).
2. The computation of net income per share is based on the average number of issued shares (excluding treasury stock).
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N Since the collapse of the bubble economy, Japan’s manufacturing

industry has steered the difficult path toward structural reform and is

finally emerging from a period of prolonged recession. In similar fashion, Nitto

Boseki Co., Ltd. has continued in recent years to implement measures to

restructure its earnings platform and is now witnessing the fruits of its

labor with initial signs of a return to sustained profits. From a period of

conservative management, the Company is now well placed to adopt a

more proactive approach with increased emphasis on growth. Buoyed by an

upswing in IT-related demand, Nittobo will push forward activities in its glass

fiber products business as the nucleus of its growth strategy and further

reinforce its building materials and textiles businesses, with the aim of

increasing earnings power.

To Our Shareholders

Atsuhiko Sagara
President
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Consolidated Business Results
In fiscal 2004, the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, Nittobo’s operating environment was characterized by continued difficult
conditions. Demand in Japan’s textile industry was weak, while the building materials industry was impacted by a slump in
nonresidential construction starts. In the glass fiber products business, the Company was again buffeted by intense overseas
competition. Against this backdrop, Nittobo pushed forward with the initiatives outlined in its medium-term management plan, which covers
the three-year period commencing fiscal 2004, in an effort to reinforce each of its business activities and to further increase earnings.

In the fiscal year under review, the Company experienced an increase in sales in the Textiles and Building Materials Divisions, boosted
by steady sales of textiles in China by Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd., and an increase in sales of both rock and glass wool, as well as of thermal
insulation and sound absorption materials for residential use. In the Glass Fiber Products Division, however, sales fell year on year, impacted
by appreciation of the yen and increasing competition in Japan and overseas. The Real Estate Utilization Division and other operations also
suffered declines primarily due to the withdrawal from leasing activities in connection with the former Suzuka Saty shopping center in Suzuka
City, Mie Prefecture. As a result of these factors, consolidated net sales fell ¥638 million, or 0.5%, compared with the previous fiscal year,
to ¥127,312 million.

In contrast, on the profit front, operating income surged ¥1,608 million, or 97.9%, year on year to ¥3,251 million. This was
attributed to efforts to cut back fixed costs in the Glass Fiber Products Division, an increase in demand for high-value-added IT-related
products, and successful measures to improve operating efficiency. Results were also boosted by cost cutbacks across all divisions and the
creation of value added.

Net income was impacted by a number of factors. The Company incurred an extraordinary loss totaling ¥4,969 million in
connection with its withdrawal from leasing activities relating to the former Suzuka Saty shopping center. Nittobo also reported an
extraordinary profit totaling ¥5,654 million, representing legal settlement with Mycal General Development Co., Ltd., a company
undergoing reorganization, and benefited from a reduction in taxation in connection with consolidated subsidiaries’ tax losses carried forward.
Accounting for all these factors, net income for the period was ¥1,870 million, and increase of ¥1,651 million compared with the
previous fiscal year.

In line with the increase in net income, capital efficiency improved significantly. Consolidated ROE increased 2.7 percentage points to
3.1%, while consolidated ROA rose 0.9 of a percentage point to 1.2%.

In the context of financial management, Nittobo pursues optimal asset and liability management. Interest-bearing debt, the
reduction of which is a Company priority, was ¥44,057 million, a drop of ¥7,710 million, at year-end. The interest-bearing debt ratio improved
2.4 percentage points to 27.2%.

New Medium-Term Management Plan
Commencing the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, Nittobo formulated its medium-term management plan with the aim of reinforcing its
business activities, restructuring the Group’s overall earnings platform, and ultimately to revitalize each business division. In the
medium-term management plan completed in fiscal 2003, the Company focused on establishing the necessary infrastructure capable of
producing sustained growth. In this, the current medium-term management plan, Nittobo will leverage its inherent strengths, work to expand
existing businesses, and to increase sales with profits based on the development of new innovative products and technologies.
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In fiscal 2004, the first year of the new medium-term plan, the Company adopted six fundamental principles. Those principles were: 
• Reducing costs across the board and creating value-added
• Reinforcing existing businesses 
• Strengthening domain management 
• Enhancing technology and development capabilities 
• Cultivating new businesses, and 
• Strictly promoting management efficiency within each business domain by ensuring optimal asset and liability management.

Glass Fiber Products Division
In the Glass Fiber Products Division, sales of mainstay products for application in printed circuit boards increased, particularly in the second
half of fiscal 2003, buoyed by a marked recovery in the IT industry and robust demand for fine count yarn and lightweight fabric for use
in high-end products. In addition, the Company’s results experienced solid improvement, driven by a revision of product prices
particularly at the high-end. In the future, Nittobo will endeavor to increase the ratio of high-value-added products, an area in which it excels,
and at the same time to shift production of general-purpose low count yarn and thick fabrics overseas in an effort to further reduce costs.

The Company recognizes, however, that these measures are insufficient to establish a stable earnings platform in glass fiber
products, a segment that is highly susceptible to the fortunes of the IT and related sectors. Accordingly, Nittobo is striving to develop,
strengthen, and increase the volume and ratio of business opportunities and applications outside those related to printed circuit boards.

The Company continues to receive wide acclaim for its fiber used in reinforced plastic for items such as septic tanks and bathtubs. We
will continue to increase market share in Japan with the aim of securing an unrivalled position in this field.

Demand for our fiber for reinforced thermo plastics used in items such as automobile components and electrical appliances is also
showing marked improvement. We will actively develop business in this area by leveraging our expertise and technical prowess.

Despite their limited scale, products for civil engineering and construction applications provide a stable earnings platform. Nittobo
recognizes the potential of this business and will work to develop both new products and markets as well as expand its scope of operations
in this field.

Building Materials Division
The Buildings Materials Division is engaged in the manufacture and sale of materials for interior decorating, building exteriors, and thermal
insulation. Based on its core rock wool technology, the Division is also active in the development of new products, cultivating new demand
and markets in environmentally friendly businesses.

Nittobo has placed considerable emphasis on the development of new products since 2001. In June 2004, we launched a new external
thermal insulation system, and in October, plan to release a non-wet felted fire-resistant material and ceiling panel for retail stores. The
Company will be bringing to market a stream of new products.

In addition, we are endeavoring to develop a rock wool product recycling business as a part of our efforts to promote
environmentally friendly operations. In this context, Nittobo has successfully developed a recycling process for glass wool products. Utilizing
its proprietary melting technology, the Company recycles glass wool products for use as a raw material in rock wool products. Under
conventional methods, glass wool products are disposed of at landfill sites. Compared with this disposal method, Nittobo’s new
recycling technology enables an approximate 75% reduction in disposal costs and we thus anticipate generating considerable interest. Nittobo
was put to the test in December 2003, when it received a large-scale order for the recovery and disposal of glass wool thermal
insulation materials related to the demolition and dismantling of Lalaport Ski Dome SSAWS in Funabashi, Chiba Prefecture.

We are also experiencing growth in orders for the removal of dioxins and asbestos, an activity in which we have over 10 years’ experience.

NGlass Fiber Products Division  68.5%

NTextiles Division 19.5%

NBuilding Materials Division 5.4%

NOther Operations 6.6%

Ratio of Overseas Sales by Segment (‘04)
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Atsuhiko Sagara
President and Representative Director 
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Textiles Division
In the Textiles Division, Nittobo is placing greater emphasis on the development of high-value-added products in the mainstay areas of
adhesive interlining and stretch fabric Core Spun Yarn (C·S·Y®). Together with existing products and applications, the Company is
working to boost sales through new products and new applications.

We are also striving to enhance management efficiency as a prerequisite for global business expansion. On the production front, Nittobo
has adopted domain management based on a policy of specialization and collaboration. This involves horizontal separation of labor and
close liaison between the Company’s C·S·Y® Niigata Factory and its original equipment manufacturer (OEM) operation in Indonesia as well
as between the Itami Production Center and Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd. While we are seeing concrete results from these efforts, we have
positioned the development of new products as a key priority in our medium-term management plan.

On the sales front, we are seeing a sharp increase in demand in China and are set to expand sales in this area. As of March 31, 2004,
the percentage of adhesive interlining sales in China represented 40% by volume of the Company’s total. We are targeting a ratio of more
than 50% by the end of March 2006.

Other Operations
Nittobo continues to pursue the development of a variety of businesses including clinical diagnostic reagents in its Medical Operations and
functional polymers in its Specialty Chemicals Operations, as a means of contributing to earnings. Irrespective of business scale,
Nittobo is committed to leveraging its technical prowess and sales capabilities in an effort to cultivate and develop a variety of
businesses that will form the platform for future growth.

Toward Sustainable Growth
Nittobo strives to build an open and transparent management structure with the aim of securing the trust of its stakeholders, including
shareholders and investors.

The Company has adopted an audit system comprising four corporate auditors, of whom two are external appointments. In June 2003,
we also introduced an executive officer system and appointed 16 executive officers. Of this number, nine executive officers hold the concurrent
position of director. In principle, the Board of Directors serves as the Company’s highest decision-making authority and oversees the executive
function of executive officers. Together with auditors, the Board of Directors will strengthen and enhance corporate governance
systems. In addition, in an effort to boost internal administrative systems, the Company formulated its “Mission Statement,” “Code of
Behavior,” and “Rules for Crisis Management.” A Corporate Conduct Committee was established to ensure strict adherence and
compliance and as a means to ensure ongoing follow up.

In the future, Nittobo will continue to work tirelessly with the aim of ensuring solid growth. Recalling our roots as a
MANUFACTURER, we will endeavor to deliver original and innovative technologies and products that will contribute to global
environmental preservation and provide a platform for sustainable earnings and growth.

We hope this annual report will provide readers with a better understanding of the Company’s performance and strategies, and thank
all stakeholders for their continued support.

Helping to build a healthier 
and more comfortable 

living environment

Customers, Consumers

Shareholders

Suppliers

Local and overseas 
communities Employees

Creating value through diversification 
and globalization

Maintaining the highest standard 
in business ethics, 

contributing to environmental protection 
and to society, 

as a good corporate citizen

Providing products 
and services that enhance 

customer satisfaction

Providing continuous 
and stable returns as well as
 increasing corporate value Delivering products 

and services based on fair trade 
and collaboration

Contributing to 
a prosperous community

Creating an ideal workplace 
with respect to the individual
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Building Materials Division •Fireproof, acoustic rock 
wool ceiling panels

•Floor panels
•Thermal insulation, acoustic and 
fireproof materials

•FRP panels
•Aluminum roof materials
•External thermal insulation systems
•Asbestos and dioxin removal work

Glass Fiber Products Division •Glass fiber for FRP* and FRTP**
•Glass yarn
•Glass fabric
•High tensile strength glass fiber
•Acid-resistant glass fiber
•Glass fiber products for industrial 
applications

* Fiber reinforced plastic
** Fiber reinforced thermoplastic

Textiles Division •Yarn (C·S·Y®)
•Textiles
•Interlining and other garments accessories
•Nittobo dishcloth

Real Estate Utilization Division •Real estate operations, sports facilities 
business

•Nonlife and life insurance agency

Other Operations •Medical operations
>Clinical diagnostic reagents in biochemistry, 
hematology and immunology

•Specialty chemical operations
>Dye fixative, papermaking additives, metal 
surface agents, additives for inkjet paper

•Engineering operations
>Sound and noise abatement systems, water 
treatment facilities

•Food and drink operations
>Bean food products
>Soft drinks and PET bottles

•Building management and other security 
operations

2.0%
12.0%

32.3%

39.3%

14.4%

Overview by Segment

Consolidated Net Sales by Segment (‘04)
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Nittobo was Japan’s first industrial producer of rock wool, commencing commercial activities in 1938. While rock
wool still forms the nucleus of the Company’s Building Materials Division, the extensive development of other
materials such as glass wool and phenolic resin foam as insulation and acoustic paneling is also
undertaken. The product range includes such interior decorating materials as fireproof, acoustic rock wool ceiling
panels, a variety of floor panels etc., and environmentally friendly FRP panels and aluminum roof materials for
exterior use. All of our products are lifestyle-enhancing.

Net Sales (Millions of yen)

Drawing on its proprietary technology, Nittobo succeeded in the commercial production of glass fiber in 1938 and
this acts as the pivotal business in the Company’s diversification strategy. Possessing unrivalled expertise in the
production of extra fine glass fiber yarn (continuous glass fiber-type yarn), our technological superiority has come
to be expected in this cutting-edge technology field. From the manufacture of the yarn, through textile
treatment to the development of composite materials in one cohesive organization, there are few companies in the
world that match Nittobo.

Net Sales (Millions of yen)

The Textiles Division has occupied a key position in Nittobo’s business activities since the Company’s
founding. Using its consistently high level of product development and technical expertise from spinning to
apparel, the Company continues to supply quality designs and develop high-value-added, functional and
innovative materials. We are committed to developing products that match the needs of the market and currently
boast a core product lineup that includes the stretch Core Spun Yarn (C·S·Y®) and apparel interlinings.

Net Sales (Millions of yen)

The Real Estate Utilization Division leases office space in the Nittobo Building, an “intelligent” building in
Tokyo’s Yaesu business district, and retail space at a mall in Koriyama. In the sports facilities business, Nittobo
takes full advantage of its property portfolio, managing a golf driving range, Atago Golf Garden, in the grounds
of our former Shizuoka Plant, as well as Renaissance Fukushima—a comprehensive sports club—on the site
of our Fukushima Plant. This segment also includes our service operations, through which we provide
nonlife and life insurance agency services.

Net Sales (Millions of yen)

In medical operations, Nittobo develops clinical diagnostic reagents in three fields—biochemistry,
hematology and immunology—with the aim of delivering products that contribute to the medical sector in up-
to-date fields. Our specialty chemical operations have developed numerous original polymer materials
using specialist expertise. The Company is active in application research and maintains a top market share with
DANFIX, a dye fixative. Based on know-how accumulated over many years, Nittobo’s engineering
operations develop new businesses in the field of environmental engineering, such as sound suppression for
civil engineering. This segment also includes businesses in the food and drink, building management and
security operation fields.

Net Sales (Millions of yen)
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Glass Fiber Products Division

Operating Results
The recovery in IT related industries since the second half of
2003 has been notable, and Japan’s electronics industry also
regained vigor. There is strong interest in the Company’s
products, especially 5 to 7 micron-diameter fine yarn and ultra-thin
fabric of 50 microns or less, for which Nittobo commands large
market shares. The growth in sales of these and other high-
value-added products has been remarkable, and has contributed to
the improvement of the Company’s profitability.

The total volume of shipments of glass fiber yarn for printed
circuit board substrates also increased, primarily for application in
high-end IT products. However, as to exports, the rise of the yen
adversely affected profitability, and no significant improvement
in this product’s financial performance was noted.

In overseas markets for IC cloth, printed circuit board
substrate manufacturing is shifting from Europe and the U.S. to
China, and prices have rallied due to a shortage of important
materials. In the domestic market, demand for digital electrical
appliances and semiconductor packages expanded, and demand for
thin fabric rose sharply.

The volume of shipments of glass fiber for fiber reinforced
thermo plastic (FRTP) rose, on the strength of higher sales for
application in home appliances and efforts to increase exports,
although sales for application in automobiles declined as a result of
intense competition. China’s strategy to flood the market with
low-priced goods has put prices on a declining trend.

Fewer large-scale urban redevelopment projects and a
decline in public works were the principal factors in a falloff in sales
of industrial fabric for home and construction use, the product’s
mainstay applications. The strength of sales to the auto industry and
for use as architectural membranes, however, prevented sales
from falling below the previous fiscal year’s level.

Although net sales declined 2.8% to ¥41,117 million,
sweeping improvement in profitability allowed the division to
post its first operating income in three years, a total rise of
¥1,218 million from last year’s loss to a profit of ¥1,151 million.

Growth Strategy
Nittobo’s strength lies in products that grew out of its core
competences, such as fine yarn, ultra-thin fabric, and various
other special-purpose fabrics. With the advent of digital wireless
electronic devices, demand for high-density, high-capacity
printed circuit boards for mobile telephones, routers, and servers is
flourishing. As a result, the market for high-strength fine yarn
and ultra-thin fabric has grown continuously. Thin materials have
grown to 80% of the domestic IC cloth market, and 10% of the
world market. However, there is a high likelihood that it will

grow to 20 to 30% of the world market. Since the establishment of
the Glass Fiber Products Division, the division’s motto has been
“Finer, Thinner.” Pursuing these goals to their limits, the
Company works to develop high-end products that are beyond the
capabilities of its competitors, and on this basis to remain in the
forefront of the industry.

The division is also emphasizing fiber for reinforced thermo
plastic (FRTP), demand for which is growing on the strength of
increasing use in auto parts and electronics products. Although the
market has fluctuated slightly, there has been steady growth in the
use of FRTP, and Nittobo has expanded its FRTP-use glass fiber
manufacturing facilities. The Company will work to achieve
further growth in sales of glass fiber for FRTP applications on the
strength of its superior quality and technology. The performance of
the yarn and fabric business is significantly affected by trends in IT-
related demand, and Nittobo will be seeking methods of
restraining fluctuations in performance.

A great strength of the Glass Fiber Products Division is its
integrated manufacturing system, which takes glass fiber from
melt spinning through textile treatment. Added value is
heightened through the weaving and treatment process, using
new glass fiber developed by the melt spinning process, which
allows the Company to quickly develop and manufacture market
glass fiber of the quality demanded by the market.

Nittobo is extending its core technologies to develop new
applications. The Company developed NE glass in pursuit of the low
dielectric constant of glass fiber, developed T glass to realize
greater strength, developed NCR glass for stronger acid
resistance, and commercialized all of these. Because there was
strong interest in NE glass for applications in the high-speed
digital communications field (servers for base stations, etc.), in fiscal
2004 Nittobo installed a small electric furnace solely for this
purpose and commenced full-scale manufacturing and sales of
this material. At present, only Nittobo has the capability to
supply these new glass fibers, and the Company intends to
realize the profit appropriate to the inventor of a new
technology.

Nittobo’s Glass Fiber Products Division will continue to
employ these strengths in heightening added value, while
working continuously to reduce costs, and to build a strong,
stable earnings foundation that will not be subject to demand
fluctuations in the IT industry. In view of its global supply
responsibilities, Nittobo is studying the issue of establishing
overseas manufacturing bases as part of a system to deploy
manufacturing and supply operations in optimal locations across the
globe.

N Overview
The Glass Fiber Products Division accounted for 32.3% of net sales in the

fiscal year ended March 31, 2004. As one of the Company’s core divisions, it

is central to Nittobo’s diversification strategy. Notably, Nittobo’s fine count

glass fiber yarn for printed circuit board substrates, which embodies the

highest level of manufacturing technology, commands more than 50% of its

market. The Company’s glass fiber fabric (IC cloth) for printed circuit board

substrates is likewise the product of some of the world’s best manufacturing

technology.Sakae Yamazaki
Head of Fiber Products Division
Managing Director
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Glass fiber roving and yarn

Nittobo’s manufacturing technology allowed the Company to
produce finer glass fiber, which allowed the development of
thinner glass fabric for printed circuit board substrates. As a
result, Nittobo’s glass fiber has become indispensable to high-
quality IT products, and the Company holds a share of the fine-
count yarn market in excess of 50%. 
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Building Materials Division

Operating Results
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, the business
environment was affected by a falloff in construction of large
office buildings in the Tokyo metropolitan area. However, the
general economic recovery increased nonresidential construction
starts for the first time in seven years. Housing starts also rose
slightly, boosted by the spread of preferential taxation and
energy conservation standards, as well as a revision to the
Construction Standards Law that mandates countermeasures
against sick building syndrome.

In these circumstances, Nittobo posted growth in sales of
thermal insulation and sound absorption materials (rock wool
and glass wool) for residential applications. In the interior
materials segment, the Company increased the volume of its
sales of rock wool fireproof acoustic ceiling panels by 0.3%
owing to the increase of exports to Korea, although the decline in
large-scale domestic development projects and public works
caused a 6.3% year-on-year decline in the volume of shipments in
the industry as a whole. The Company’s share within the
industry increased. Net sales from dioxins and asbestos removal and
other environmental engineering businesses also increased. As a
result, net sales for the fiscal year grew by 1.5% to ¥50,031
million, the division’s first growth in revenues in seven years.
The reduction of costs associated with major products allowed
operating income to rise 16.5% to ¥693 million.

Growth Strategy
The building materials industry is in the midst of dramatic
change. Technological and cost competition among the world’s
building materials manufacturers is fostered by changes in laws and
regulations governing construction and by environmental
concerns, as well as by burgeoning demand in China and the
rest of East Asia. Faced with these conditions, the Building
Materials Division strove to strengthen its earnings base.

The division also worked to reduce operating expenses and
other costs, chiefly through distribution measures. The various

distribution points in the metropolitan area were consolidated in the
Chiba Factory, and significant cost reductions were achieved
through an alliance with a distribution company and
accompanying restructuring of our distribution systems.
Manufacturing costs were reduced through total plant
management (TPM) activities and a thorough review and reform of
materials procurement.

It is a matter of course that Nittobo is taking steps to
improve the profitability of existing profits. More important than
that, though, is the development of new markets, and of
products for that purpose.

The Company is emphasizing the expansion of sales in East
Asia, and in that connection is developing marketing channels in
Korea, Taiwan, and China. China in particular is working on its urban
infrastructure in preparation for the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and
demand is growing for high-quality building materials, both
residential and non-residential. This is bringing increased
business opportunities for Nittobo. In 2003 we established a
network of sales agents for our fireproof rock wool acoustic
ceiling panels in China. As a result of these developments,
overseas sales accounted for 22% of total sales volume in the fiscal
year ended March 31, 2004.

In June 2004 we commenced sales of a new exterior thermal
insulation system that had been in development since 2001. In
October 2004 the Company plans to introduce a new non-wet
felted fire-resistant material and a new ceiling panel. 

Nittobo has base expectations for its new environmental
engineering business. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, net
sales from asbestos and dioxins removal operations was still
small, but showed steep growth. As our research continues, we will
expand our horizons beyond asbestos. Using a special-purpose
furnace, we will build a materials recycling business based on
the difficult task of melting industrial waste generated in the
ceramics industry and using it to produce rock wool.

As discussed above, fiscal 2004 was a year of establishing new
businesses and new products.

N Overview
Nittobo’s Building Materials Division is composed of the interior materials,

exterior materials, and thermal insulation and sound absorption materials.

The main products in the interior materials sector are fireproof acoustic

ceiling panels made from rock wool and various types of flooring. The

exterior materials segment handles a line of flat and corrugated FRP panels,

exterior thermal insulation systems, and other lifestyle diversification and

environmentally friendly products. The division offers a wide range of rock

wool, glass wool, and phenol foam thermal and acoustic insulation

materials, and is emphasizing the environmental improvement business.Sueo Mizuyoshi
Head of Building Materials Division
Managing Director and Representative Director
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Fireproof acoustical ceiling panels

Nittobo’s fireproof acoustical ceiling panels, including Solaton and
MineratonNEX, have become bywords in the industry. According to
application used extensively in both buildings and dwellings alike, they
form part of a wide-ranging product lineup of functional ceilings of
superior design. In addition, making them to order is but one way to
enable customers to express their individuality and enrich a variety of
systems in accordance with their concepts of space.
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Textiles Division

Operating Results
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, conditions were
challenging in the textile market as stretch fabric C·S·Y® became
more commonplace and sales prices for mainstay textile fabrics
continued to decline. Nevertheless, Nittobo retained sales on par
with the previous fiscal year, reflecting robust demand for
domestic woven fabrics and knits as the shift strengthened to
unique C·S·Y® products including new synthetic fibers such as
MicroModal.

The Japanese market for adhesive interlinings continued to
shrink due to the growing trend in casual clothing, the rise in
imports and the shift in sewing operations to China. Nittobo
made every effort to bolster sales of apparel in mainly the Tokyo
market, expand sales of new products centered on highly
functional products and streamline high-value-added products.
However, sales at Nippon Haskell Co., Ltd., which was included in
the Company’s scope of consolidation as a consolidated
subsidiary in 2002, decreased due to a significant decline in
purchases by major interlining manufacturers in Hong Kong.
Overseas, Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd. reported favorable results,
with an increase in sales, stemming from steady growth in sales in
China, in addition to progress in the local procurement of
materials and stable sales to Japanese companies.

As a result, sales in the Textiles Division rose 4.4% to
¥18,320 million. Operating income climbed 62.9% compared with
the previous fiscal year to ¥57 million.

Growth Strategy
In the Textiles Division, Nittobo has tightened its focus on the two
areas of stretch fabric C·S·Y® and adhesive interlinings to
reinforce competitiveness.

We expect demand for stretch fabrics to expand globally in the
future. However, our international competitiveness in quality,
price and supply capabilities will determine success or failure as
competition intensifies owing to companies expanding their
spandex facilities. By advancing the globalization of
manufacturing and sales, Nittobo’s strategy is to obtain sales
opportunities for its entire product lineup, from high-value-added
products to commodities.

On the production front, we are promoting high-value-added
products by adding new synthetic fiber products at our Niigata
Factory. At the same time, we aim to enhance cost
competitiveness in commodity products at our OEM factory in
Indonesia. In addition, we plan to use outsourcing factories with
quick responsiveness in the event of a large order from overseas
major SPA or other companies. In marketing, we are switching from
a product-based sales structure to a sales organization that
emphasizes customer responsiveness, and created a framework for
feeding back information from apparel end users to the
production lines on the factory floor.

In the adhesive interlinings market, production is shifting to
China, the global production center for apparel. We are
developing our China strategy centered on Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd.,
which already has dye processing facilities with a capacity of
approximately 1.8 million meters per month and engages in
product development in tune with fast-growing Chinese demand.

Sales are roughly divided into thirds with exports to Japan,
exports to Europe and the United States and to customers in
China. We expect to increase the ratio of sales to customers in China
by strengthening our approach to the Chinese market with
representative offices in Beijing, Ningbo and Guangzhou in
addition to Shanghai and Wuxi.

In the domestic adhesive interlinings market, we are
streamlining into high-value-added products and striving to
expand sales of new products centered on functional products.
Moreover, synergistic effects in manufacturing and sales are
steadily emerging after we made Nippon Haskell Co., Ltd. into a
consolidated subsidiary in September 2002. In the functional
materials field, based on our adhesive technologies, we are
developing seamless fabrics for inner linings and curtains. We
also aim to develop new products and improve our quick
responsiveness capabilities by concentrating production
management functions at the Itami Production Center.

Nittobo intends to strengthen its earnings foundation in all of
its business domains through cost reductions from upgrades to its
domestic production structure to ensure sales volume with
speedy responses to customer needs and changing trends in
stretch fabrics and adhesive interlinings.

N Overview
Nittobo’s Textiles Division boasts a top share of the domestic market in

stretch fabric Core Spun Yarn (C·S·Y®) and adhesive interlining for women’s

apparel, thanks to its integrated product development capabilities and

technological know-how in spinning, weaving, knitting, finish processing and

sewing. We are focusing efforts on improving our quick response capabilities

in terms of production, sales and distribution while strengthening our

earnings foundation based on a strategy of globalizing manufacturing and

marketing.Katsumi Minamizono
Head of Textiles Division
Managing Director and Representative Director
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C·S·Y® (Photo shows sectional view seen under an
electron microscope)

In the case of C·S·Y®, Nittobo utilizes its spinning
technologies to completely cover the core made of
elastic polyurethane yarn. On account of its double
structure, the part that is in direct contact with the
skin is 100% sheath material. Used for casual and
elegant garments, tops and bottoms, the inner and
outer of knitwear and sportswear, C·S·Y® gives textiles
extra stretch, inner linings have a better ‘feel’ and
promise free movement and comfort.

Operating Income (Loss) (Millions of yen)Net Sales (Millions of yen)

Interlinings and other garment accessories (Photo
shows base fabric seen under a microscope)

Careful thought goes into all development
aspects of Nittobo’s interlinings and other
garment accessories, from the raw material,
cutting, sewing and finishing right up to the
science of disposal. Combining functionality with the
essence of fashion that attractively presents a
shapely silhouette and style, Nittobo is proud of its
No.1 position in Japan for women’s clothing
interlinings and other garment accessories.
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Operating Results

Medical Division
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, amid the outsourcing of
functions at medical facilities and advancements in management
efficiency at hospitals, the Medical Division recorded a decline in

sales as a result of succumbing to downward pricing pressures
stemming from competition among manufacturers for market
share and substantial reductions in drug prices and analysis fees
due to measures to control medical costs by the government, as
well as a decrease in sales of examination drugs in the United
States in overseas operations.

Operating Results
In office building leasing, the Nittobo Building maintained an
almost full register of tenants, and in commercial facility leasing, The
Mall Koriyama showed favorable performance. In sports facilities
operations, despite lackluster consumer spending, performance
was strong thanks to a variety of measures to attract customers.
However, sales declined 13.3% to ¥2,610 million due to the
impact of closing the commercial rental facility Suzuka Saty.
Commercial facilities leased to Suzuka Saty were sold on
December 25, 2003, after deciding to withdraw from the
business.
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Real Estate Utilization Division

Other Operations

N Overview
In the Real Estate Utilization Division, Nittobo engages in the leasing of

office buildings and stores as well as the management of golf driving ranges

and comprehensive sports clubs. In building leasing operations, we

mainly lease space in the Nittobo Building, an “intelligent” office

building. Sansei Kogyo Co., Ltd., consigned to provide building

maintenance and upkeep services, also offers property and life

insurance. In store leasing operations, we offer retail space in

commercial facilities, mainly at The Mall Koriyama. In sports facilities,

Nittobo effectively utilizes its property portfolio by operating the Atago Golf

Garden on its former Shizuoka Factory site and the Renaissance

Fukushima comprehensive sports club on the site of its Fukushima Factory.

N Overview
In medical operations, Nittobo develops clinical diagnostic reagents in three

fields—biochemistry, hematology and immunology—with the aim of

creating products that contribute to modern medicine. Our specialty

chemicals operations are developing new polymer materials with

specialist technologies. The Company is active in application research

and maintains a top share in “DANFIX,” a dye fixative. Nittobo’s

engineering operations concentrate on environmental engineering,

mainly sound suppression for civil engineering, based on know-how

accumulated over many years. This segment also includes businesses in the

fields of food, beverages, building maintenance and security.

Operating Income (Millions of yen)Net Sales (Millions of yen)
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Specialty Chemicals Operations
In specialty chemicals operations, we strengthened sales of
mainstay high-polymer products, and sales of dye fixatives for
textile processing were on par with the previous fiscal year due to
an increase in exports despite continued sales declines in Japan.
Nittobo focused marketing efforts on development-based
proposals for new polymer materials and the acquisition of new
customers by expanding product introductions in the fields of
paper processing agents (paper additives, inkjet paper coatings,
etc.), metal surface processing agents (acid-washing inhibitors,
plating auxiliaries, etc.), and water processing agents (coherent
agents, metal catching agents, etc.). Overall, sales of specialty
chemicals increased slightly from higher sales of newly
developed materials for general household products and for
inkjet printers.

Other Businesses
In engineering operations, demand for sound suppression
products to the civil engineering field was steady compared with the
previous fiscal year. We focused efforts on expanding sales of
newly developed products, but sales decreased owing to lower
spending on public works projects and a decline in market prices for
general road sound barriers.

Sales in the PET-bottled beverage business increased,
reflecting our efforts to develop new products, respond to
diversification and the launch of sales to new customers.

As a result of all these factors, sales in the other operations
segment declined 3.7% to ¥15,234 million, and operating income fell
4.8% to ¥1,116 million. 

Growth Strategy

Medical Division
Despite flat growth in the market for clinical diagnostic reagents,
competition in development has intensified every year. Nittobo is
advancing the development of improved versions of existing
products as well as the development of new products.

Using the strengths found in its production bases for
antiserums in the United States, especially immune serums,
Nittobo is reinforcing the development of diagnostic reagents
compatible with general automated analysis equipment. The

Company aims to develop diagnostic reagents using monoclonal
antibodies and to develop new reagents through academic-
industry cooperation. Through this cooperation, we have already
discovered a new marker for measuring liver functions that uses the
latest protein measurement equipment and genetic technologies.

Nittobo aims to develop diagnostic reagents that allow for the
selection of drugs for treatment of illnesses in addition to
diagnostic reagents for diseases.

We are striving to bolster sales worldwide, strengthen our
business foundation and develop operations by providing high-
quality products to the medical field.

Specialty Chemicals Operations
In specialty chemicals operations, we achieved our 50% sales
composition target for high-polymer products in the fiscal year under
review following efforts to boost sales. We intend to continue
increasing the sales ratio of high-polymer products. In order to do
so, we are expanding sales of existing products while advancing the
development of new products.

Our basic policy for strengthening sales of existing products
aims to develop new fields and acquire new customers through the
aggressive incorporation of user requests.

In new product development, we promoted joint
development frameworks with users, and are focusing product
development efforts on sales of final products that can be
produced and sold to a wide range of users.

As a part of these efforts, we are working on the
development of new polymer materials and assembling cutting-edge
technologies crucial to the creation of a development structure able
to propose new products approximating final products by
evaluating the physical properties of new materials and acquiring
performance evaluation technologies.

Other Businesses 
In engineering operations, we are concentrating on expanding
sales of sound absorption panels for the traditional civil
engineering field, while working to increase sales of system
products (Noise Vision, audio material special measuring
systems, mobile-type DLs, and other systems). 

In product development, we are focusing primarily on
inorganic materials, and not limiting efforts to simply roadway
sound suppression, but looking at a broad range of product
development in the field of civil engineering.

In PET-bottled beverage operations, our beverage
production facilities have been operating at full capacity for the past
three years. In September 2004, we plan to install one more
production line for 350 milliliter and 280 milliliter bottles
strongly demanded by customers in addition to compatibility
with conventional 500 milliliter bottles. Nittobo aims to expand its
market and improve earnings by strengthening its multi-variety
small-lot production system and product development
capabilities.
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